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FormGrow is a “virtual machine” producing 3D com-
puter art forms or designs. It embodies the particular
“organic” aesthetics favored by Latham together with a
“shape grammar”made of primitives, e.g., horn-like struc-
tures, transforms or assembly rules, and a number of
parameters encoding, e.g., color, scale or texture. We
have re-visited the FormGrow system of Latham and Todd
(1992) and brought it back to life in a modern implemen-
tation taking advantage of standard graphics libraries and
portable coding. The main emphasis here however, is on
how we are bringing this system closer to the realm of
biology.

Real DNA data, in the form of nucleotide sequences
is transformed via a series of tables we have empirically
designed to become readable by FormGrow. These tables
process nucleotides as “codon” triplets of data as would
ribosomes in a live cell. Notions of “start,” “stop,” and
“junk” DNA code are also embedded in our system.

Our motivation for re-visiting Latham and Todd’s
work is that it is a powerful system which offers the possi-
bility of generating organic-like shapes and which from its
origins was meant as a metaphor to nature’s way of evolv-
ing forms. In re-visiting this work, on the one hand we
bring up-to-date the technology developed in (Todd and
Latham, 1992) in the context of recent advances in graph-
ics and computational geometry, and on the other hand
we bring it much closer to biology via the recent advances
made in understanding the working of nature in the fields
of genomics and proteomics.

2 Use of DNA in FormGrow
DNA is alike a shape-specification language. The DNA
residing in the cells of every living organism lays out its
genetic blueprint. So the complete DNA, a very long
string made from (4) nucleotides, of a given organism can
be said to fundamentally specify its unique shape. On a
lower level, DNA encodes proteins which constitute the
body’s key builders and building blocks. A protein is it-
self made of a string of (20) simpler molecules: the amino
acids. The DNA translation mechanism looks at the nu-
cleotides in groups of three: triplets called “codons;” each
codon translates to a single amino acid.
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Following this model, we created an analogous trans-
lation system to convert DNA sequences into FormGrow
code. At a coarse level, FormGrow code can be viewed
as a series of function calls, with each function requiring
a small number of arguments. So we created 2 transla-
tion tables: the “transform table,” which translates from
codons to transformational functions; and the “number
table,” which translates from codons to numerical argu-
ments. Given our input sequence, we translate the first
codon into a function using the transform table, and then
generate numerical arguments for that function by trans-
lating the following codons into numbers, using the num-
ber table. Once we have sufficient arguments, we return
to the transform table to generate our next function, and
so the cycle continues. Finally we render the generated
FormGrow code to produce a 3D shape.

It is interesting to note some similarities between na-
ture’s translation method and ours. In the original transla-
tion table there is a “start” codon which signals that a new
protein is being specified. Likewise, in our transform ta-
ble, the “add horn” transform flags the beginning of a new
shape. The “stop” codon is also mirrored in our system. A
side effect of adopting the “start” and “stop” mechanism
is that we end up with large sections of “junk code,” i.e.,
code which generates no proteins or shapes because it lies
in a non-coding section of the sequence (between a “stop”
and a “start”). By changing the layout of the transform ta-
ble we could affect the proportion of junk code produced.
We experimentedwith producing a few different iterations
of the transform table in order to get a balance of functions
that would produce an interesting variety of shapes.

At the core of this work is a simple idea of feed-
ing DNA data sequences into a rich 3D form generator
called FormGrow, to generate organic-looking 3D growth
structure, creating an equivalence of the DNA mapped
into an alternative multi-dimensional space. How use-
ful this mapped equivalence is will become clearer as we
work closer with biologists and engage in further cross-
fertilization of ideas.
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